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Book Reviews
Alexander, Lloyd. The Fortune-Tellers. Illustrated by Trina Schart Hyman.
Dutton, 1992. ISBN 0-525-44849-7. $15.00. 32 pp.

A

FI

PB

Reviewed by James Jacobs

2-6

A young but dissatisfied carpenter seeks knowledge and hope for his future
by consulting a stooped, graying fortune-teller . On the way home, afterwards,
he thinks of more questions and returns-to find the fortune-teller gone but the
room still full of his things. As he absently picks up the crystal ball, the
landlady enters, believes the old man has transformed himself into a young one,
and demands he tell her fortune. Coerced, he does-and soon finds himself in
a new profession and a new life.
The charm of this tale lies in Alexander's identifying human foible of
gullibility. The young man asks if he will be rich. "Rich you will surely be, "
answered the fortune-teller, settling his magic cap on his head and gazing into
the crystal ball on the table. "On one condition: that you earn large sums of
money." "Marvelous!" cried the carpenter. The young man is also told he will
wed and be happy ever after "if you find her and she agrees. And you shall be
happy as any in the world if you can avoid being miserable." When pushed to
tell fortunes, he repeats such advice, becoming famous and richer than he had
ever dreamed .
Trina Hyman's illustrations put this tale in Cameroon, splashing the pages
with bright colors and intricate designs of West African cloth, and also showing
the lonely emptiness of the wide countryside. She hides treasures for the sharpeyed faithful: small lizards, small monkeys, and even a self-portrait as she sits
at an outdoor cafe while author Alexander is at a table on the far side of the
same establishment. The art feels like it comes from the heart, and gets my
vote as the finest she has yet done .

••••
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Anderson , Mary. The Unsinkable Molly Malone. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1991. ISBN 0-15-213801-3. $16 .95 . 208 pp.

A-

12+

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Molly Malone is 16, an artist, and a social activist. Living with her
mother (who teaches piano lessons and yearns to go back to her singing lounge
act) has taught Molly to be very independent and aware. She gives art classes
to a group of children living in a welfare shelter, and she makes collages with
junk she finds in the streets of New York. She likes best the ones that make a
strong social statement. She sells them in front of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, along with a number of other street vendors and performers including
Leonard-a jobless actor who does a mechanical man routine.
Then Molly meets Ron. They share interests in art, music, and E. B.
White and enjoy each other's company immensely. They visit the symphony,
an off-Broadway play, and the zoo-all on a shoestring. But something is
wrong, and Molly can't figure out what it is. When she learns that Ron is
tremendously wealthy, all her prejudices spill out and she feels hurt and
betrayed. But she is just beginning to understand that she hasn't been entirely
honest, either. When she faces herself squarely, she unearths many possibilities
she'd never before considered.
I enjoyed reading about street-smart Molly and her menagerie of New York
City friends . She is a mature character and deals with mature situations. The
relationship she has with Ron does not become physical, but Molly thinks about
what it would be like and wonders about it. The theme of different kinds of
prejudice is handled well. Molly's realization of unfolding choices and many
possibilities is joyful and sweet. The publisher recommends this book for
mature teens and young adults, and I concur with that opinion .

••••

Bartone, Elisa. The Angel Who Forgot. Illustrated by Paul Cline. Simon and
Schuster Children's Books, 1992. ISBN 0-671-16037-8 . $10.00. 48 pp.

B+

PB

1-2

Reviewed by Susan Broman

An angel who forgets? Who ever heard of such a thing? In this simple
story, an angel settles on the roof of an ailing child; however, he cannot do
anything for the child because he has given away his memories in order to
forget the painful ones. Isabella, the child's mother, cares for both her son and
the angel through the seasons, and, with the assistance of a dragonfly, helps the
angel regain his memories and his powers.
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This story is very simply told, much .like a fairy tale. At each season the
mother brings the angel, who remains on the roof, seasonal items to keep him
company. For example, "In the autumn, she covered the roof with blackberry
bushes and goldenrod, [and] brought him a wren for company."
The watercolor illustrations are well-suited to the gentleness of the text-fiill
of light and express the tenderness of the mother's love for her son. The angel
is depicted with glorious wings and, interestingly enough, a gray sweat suit and.
high top tennis shoes, until he regains his memory. This simple, quiet talc
would be ideal for a bedtime story.
Bedard, Michael. Emily. Illustrated by Barbara Cooney. Doubleday, 1992ISBN 0-385-30697-0. $16.00. 40 pp.

A

FI

PB

2-6

Reviewed by James Jacobs

Emily Dickinson never lived anywhere but the house where she was bom"
and for the last 25 years of her life, never ventured beyond the boundaries of
the lot where it stood. She was shy around adults and stayed away from them,
but she felt comfortable with children. Michael Bedard's story of one Y0llll!:
girl who recently moved into the neighborhood and soon visited the Dickinsma.
house captures the feeling of this mysterious recluse who lived life so fully ill
her imagination, and also carries the gentle mood of nineteenth Centlfty
Amherst, Massachusetts.
Bedard's writing seems just right for such a quiet, yet so enticing a taIe_
His prose is careful and polished in both mood and content. When the girl
learns her shy neighbor writes poetry, she asks her father, "What is poetryoz,"'
His answer:
Listen to Mother play. She practices and practices a piece" :mdi
sometimes a magic happens and it seems the music starts to breathe'.. :mt
sends a shiver through you. You can't explain it, really; it's a mysW)Well, when words do that, we call it poetry.
Barbara Cooney's illustrations fit hand-in-glove with the text. Her folk alit
seems to belong to the New England of a century ago. The idea, language;, and!
art in this book blend to create a gem .

••••
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Brennan, J. H. Shiva Accused: An Adventure of the Ice Age. Harper Collins
Publishers, 1991. ISBN 0-06-020742-6. $16.89. 275 pp.

A-

FI

5+

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

This is a sequel to Brennan's book, Shiva: An Adventure of the Ice Age
which was reviewed by this reviewer in the Brigham Young University
Children's Book Review, Vol. XII, Number 3 (Jan/Feb 1992), pp. 7-8. the
main character, Shiva, lives during the time of the "cave men," in the Shingu
tribe which is ruled by women. Shiva discovers the body of the murdered Hag
(the spiritual leader of all of the Cro-Magnon tribes). The innocent girl is
seized by the Barradik tribe-a neighboring tribe who is the major rival to
Shiva's tribe for power. Greffa, chief of the Barradik tribe, is determined that
Shiva be put to death for committing the murder. Hiram (the young hunter who
loves Shiva), Renka (the chief of the Shingu tribe, and the Crone (Spiritual
leader) of the Shingu tribe combine their efforts to free Shiva from the Barradik
tribe. An important element in this conflict is the Ogre tribe-a tribe governed
by men with misshapen heads; heavy, chinless jaws; monstrous bony ridges
above both eyes; with a bulge at the back of their skulls-a tribe long hated and
misunderstood by all of the tribe which are led by women.
The story is very fast-paced and the reader will move through the book
quickly. The relationships between the various people are well drawn and the
leading characters seem very real. Of course, this is fantasy, although Brennan
includes an epilogue which seems to support the cave man theory. In it, he tries
to explain some of the paintings that have been found on the walls of caves
throughout the world, and basically attributes most of them to the magic of the
crones and hags. Whether or not you believe his explanations, the book itself
is fascinating and well worth the read. I look forward to the third volume:
Shiva's Challenge: An Adventure of the Ice Age. There just had to be another
sequel!

••••

DeFelice, Cynthia. When Grampa Kissed His ELbow. Illustrated by Karl
Swanson. Macmillan Publishing Company, 1992. ISBN 0-02-726455-6.
$13.95 . Unpaginated.
A

PH

Pre-2

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

When Maggie goes to visit Grampa at his farm for five whole weeks, he
always starts his stories with , "When I was a little girl. ... " You see, when
Grampa was a little girl, he kissed his elbow and turned into a boy, and has
been one ever since. But Maggie couldn't kiss her elbow, no matter how hard
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she tried. So Grampa told her about the pixie that lived under the porch and
made good, special, even magical things happen if she were left a treat the night
before. Maggie thought about that pixie a lot. Then, she left it the last walnut
brownie. She left it on the comer of the porch, right by the rosebush. And
suddenly, wonderful things started happening. Maggie learned how to tickle a
trout, saw ice balls fall out of the sky, watched mayflies hatch, and counted
shooting stars. The time at Grampa's was filled with the wonder of nature and
the world we live in every day.
This is a lovely book, evoking a shimmering, graceful and enchanting
time-time spent with Grampa. The text is simple and direct, and the pictures
are filled with light and motion. I highly recommend this book for pre-school
ages through second or third grades .

••••

How does a mitten get stretched that much? Taken from The Mitten.
Copyright © 1989 by Jan Brett. Reprinted by permission from G. P.
Putnam's Sons.
Dodds, Dayle Ann. The Color Box. Illustrated by Giles Laroche.
Brown and Co., 1992. ISBN 0-316-18820-4. $12.95. 28 pp.

A

PB

Pre-K

Little,

Reviewed by Janet Low

It is not easy as one may think to find simple books about color to help
preschoolers learn basic color identification. Illustrations are often too busy for
a child to easily identify the color being discussed, or the hue chosen to
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represent a color is so offbeat that even the primary colors become confused in
a child's mind. The Color Box, with its papercut illustrations and simple story
line, has neither of these problems. Colors and their variations are successfully
grouped and introduced to the reader. Each two-page spread immerses the
reader in one color at a time with several of its hues represented. Cut-outs on
each page lead Alexander, a curious monkey, into worlds of green, red, etc.,
until he finally steps through a small door outside, "to see a world . .. of
color," all the colors in their natural places. The Color Box is a good addition
for preschool collections.

• •••
Duke, Kate. Aunt Isabel Tells A Good One.
44835-7. $14.00. 32 pp.

*

PB

Dutton, 1991.

ISBN 0-525-

Reviewed by Janet Low

K+

Wondering how to begin a unit on storytelling or creative writing? Here
is your answer. In a picture book format, Kate Duke weaves a story while
introducing the all the necessary ingredients of a well written story such as
setting, timing, adventure, humor, romance, problems, villains, heroines (or
heroes) , and theme twists. The story lulls the reader into the comfortableness
of the expected, only to spring a surprise, thus renewing the readers delight.
Watercolor illustrations are cute (without being too cute) and fully complement
the setting-that of a little girl mouse, Penelope, asking her Aunt Isabel to tell
her a story . . . a good one.

• •••
Everitt, Betsy. Mean Soup. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich , 1992. ISBN 0-15253146-7 . $13 .95. 32 pp .

*

FI

PB

32 pp.

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

Horace's day had been so bad that when his mother said, "Hello," he
hissed. When she asked, "How was your day?" he growled. And when she
asked, "Did you thank Miss Pearl?" he fell on the floor. Mother knew what to
do. She got a big pot out, filled it with water, and set it on the stove to boil.
Together, Mother and Horace make soup, screaming, growling, sticking out
their tongues, and banging on the pot with a wooden spoon, until Horace smiles
and asks, "What's the name of this recipe?" "Mean Soup," Mother replies.
"And they stood together, stirring away a bad day."
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The gouache illustrations are wonderfully bright and full of humor. They
offer a way for children to handle anger, and also entertain us. An excellent
book.

• •••

Fleming, Denise. In the Tall , Tall Grass. Henry Holt and Company, 1991.
ISBN 0-8050-1635-X. $15.95 . 30 pp.

A

FI

PB

Reviewed by Lanell Reeder

Pre-l

Splashy illustrations create a magical afternoon with a young child
discovering the wonder of insects and creatures in the grass. As he peeks
through the tall, tall grass he sees "crunch, munch, caterpillars lunch;" "strum,
drum, bees hum;" and "crack, snap, wings flap" and so forth till the stars and
the moon come out.
The illustrations were created by pouring colored cotton pulp through handcut stencils, creating handmade paper. The effect is color everywhere (no white
on the pages) , the feeling that your face is right next to the insects and
creatures, and a sense of wonder. I think this book was designed for reading
to a whole language classroom (preschool through first grade). The words are
printed in half-inch bold letters that could be seen by the whole class, and the
rhyming of the words allows a child to predict how the line will end. My
kindergartner and I LOVED this book .

••••

Giblin, James Cross. George Washington . Illustrated by Michael Dooling.
Scholastic, 1992. ISBN 0-590-42550-1. $14.95. 48 pp.

A

BI

PB

K-4

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

James Giblin and illustrator Michael Dooling have combined their talents
to provide a needed biography of the Father of our Country: George
Washington. Starting with his early life, details are given of his boyhood and
growing up years that would be of special interest to children in the early grades
of elementary school. His part in the Revolutionary War is described through
a few important battles and his job as President of the United States is illustrated
through his firm handling of some riots in the Colonies as he set a precedent for
a strong federal government.
The biography is clearly written and the events described are well chosen.
The realistic but warm illustrations capture the feelings (for example) of a young
boy who adores an older brother who teaches him how to hunt and shoot
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(showing the brother helping George to aim a gun while George squints down
the gun barrel with a look of intense concentration); a general who catches the
British off guard by crossing the Delaware in bitter winter weather (showing the
frosty breath of the men rowing the boat and green water that looks positively
frigid); and a compassionate leader concerned about his poorly clad troops at
Valley Forge (complete with soldiers whose feet are wrapped in cloth as
swirling snow surrounds them).
This is a biography that will appeal to young children because the events
described are active; yet they illuminate the character of a man who helped to
lead the Colonies into nationhood. At the end, there is a map showing where
he lived and fought, a chronology of important events in his life, a detailed
explanation of the made-up story of Washington chopping down his father's
cherry tree, some of his rules for good behavior, and the monuments that have
been erected to him.
I think we need more well-researched biographies of important men and
women such as this book that will hold the interest of young children of six to
nine years.

• •••

Hodges, Margaret. St. Jerome and the Lion. Illustrated by Barry Moser.
Orchard Books, 1991. ISBN 0-531-08538-4. $14.95. Unpaginated.

A

BI

PB

5+

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

The legend of Saint Jerome and the lion was first recorded in the Middle
Ages and is the story of an old man who lived in the holy city of Bethlehem,
who had build a monastery on the hill where the town stood. Many monks had
gathered around him with Jerome as their father. He spent his nights translating
the Bible into Latin with his faithful dog always lying at his feet. One night, the
dog started barking incessantly, then tugged at Jerome's robe, pulling him out
into the courtyard. There stood "a great lion, limping on three paws, holding
up the fourth as if in pain." Jerome pulled out the thorn and the lion became
a gentle pet of the monastery, joining the dog at Jerome's feet each night. One
night, merchants from the East stole the monastery's donkey to lead their camel
train. Many of the brothers thought that the lion had killed the donkey and tried
to send him away, but Jerome defended him. They put the lion to work and
soon he was doing the work of the donkey, hauling loads of wood for the
kitchen fires, always searching for the scent of the donkey. At last, he found
the donkey and led him home. Jerome welcomed him home: "Here is our
trusty friend, proved innocent by a miracle. We had judged him guilty without
proof. "
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The story is a satisfying tale of Saint Jerome, "famous for the Bible that
he translated into Latin so long ago in Bethlehem," told simply and carefully.
The illustrations are in dark blues and browns, and the lion seems to roar to life.
Even for those who do not accept Sainthood, in the Catholic sense, this is a
lovely little tale.

• •••

Hopkins, Lee Bennett (selected by). Ring Out Wild Bells: Poems about
Holidays and Seasons. Illustrated by Karen Baumann. Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, publishers, 1992. ISBN 0-15-267100-5. $17.95. 80 pp.
A

PI

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

All

Lee Bennett Hopkins has selected 75 poems about holidays and seasons in
Ring Out Wild Bells. The collection represents the work of 45 known poets and
six poems whose authors are unknown . In addition to the well known holidays
such as Easter, Valentines, Halloween, Christmas, and the Fourth of July, there
are poems about Groundhog's Day, birthdays, St. Patrick's, the four seasons,
Labor Day, Memorial Day, Rosh Hashanah, Hanuhkah, and just a celebration
of living (Hughes "Life for Me Ain' t Been No Crystal Stair").
The celebrating theme of the poems combines to give this book a joyous
feeling. They reminded me that fresh snow does inspire me to make angels; it
is fine to have no one scold me on my birthday; I feel like "shouting and singing
and swinging through trees" when it's spring; "Easter is a rainbow day!";
"purple (grapes) are delicious tasting;" "I can make a bed in the thick dry
leaves;" "Thanksgiving wouldn't taste as good if you couldn't smell it; "and all
of these celebrations are part of the miracle of living .
I am particularly fond of the imagery in Asch's "Sunflakes" and Katz's
"What Shall I Pack in the Box Marked 'Summer'?" And I laughed aloud when
I read the end of Nash's poem, "Winter Morning:"

Snow is snowy when it's snowing,
I'm sorry it's slushy when it's going.
If you want to pick up your spirits, read this joyous book and help the
"wild bells ring out. "

••••
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1992
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Inglehart, Donna Walsh. Breaking the Ring.
ISBN 0-316-41867-6 . $13.95. 148 pp.
B

FI

Little, Brown & Co., 1991.

Reviewed by Karen Newmeyer

8-9

Jessie James (not the outlaw) is spending the summer with her family at
their summer house on the St. Lawrence River. She and her younger sister,
Emma, and best friend, Maggie, stumble upon a drug cache and become the
target of the smugglers who think they stole it. Combine this with Jessie's
summer romance and Maggie dealing with her parent's divorce.
Overall, this book is fairly predictable, with a boat chase at night in a
storm. It is rather exciting, but still tame since the drug runners didn't carry
guns; but then you don't want a lot of violence in a children's book, anyway .

••••

Jeunesse, Gallimard and Pascale de Bourgoing (created by). A First Discovery
Book Series. Illustrated by Rene Mettler. Scholastic Hardcover, 19891992. ISBN 0-590-45267-3. $10.95. Unpaginated.
A

NF

Pre-3

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

A First Discovery Book Series are a series of books first published in
France. They are available under the following titles:
Airplanes and Flying Machines (ISBN 0-590-45267-3
Bears (ISBN 0-590-45270-3)
Cats (ISBN 0-590-45269-X)
Colors (ISBN 0-590-45236-3)
Earth and Sky (ISBN 0-590-45268-1)
Egg (ISBN 0-590-45266-5)
Fruit (ISBN 0-590-4555233-9)
The Ladybug and Other Insects (ISBN 0-590-45235-5)
The Tree (ISBN 0-590-45265-7)
Weather (ISBN 0-590-45234-7)
Each book has a wire spiral-type binding and has five or six acetate
overlays. The books are small, approximately six inches square. Although the
format and price may pose a problem for public and school libraries, the
children will be fascinated by the things they discover under each clear flap.
Eggs develop, trees take root, the moon changes its phases, polar bears fish
under Arctic ice-caps, and cats' eyes change according to the light. There are
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also two sets of text for different reading levels. The pictures are well done in
bold, bright colors and are clearly accurate .

••••

The Egg.
Jeunesse, Gallimard and Pascale de Bourgoing (created by).
Illustrated by Rene Mettler. Scholastic, 1992. ISBN 0-590-45266-5.
$10.95. 32 pp.

A

NF

Reviewed by Janet Low

Pre-K

Originally published in France in 1989, The Egg is one of the new First
Discovery Books for the youngest nonfiction book user. (Other titles in the
series are listed in the review preceding this one.) The text is minimal but
informative. The format is the series' strength as well as its weakness. The
laminated pages and interspersed overlays are spirally bound inside a hardback
cover. The vivid drawings are straightforward and clear. Children will
especially enjoy the cut-away drawings showing the inside of an egg. Each
overlay is cleverly designed to augment the illustration preceding it, as well as
the one following. The pages appear sturdy, but librarians may have difficulty
keeping the cover attached to the spiral binding .

••••

Livingston, Myra Cohn (selected by). If You Ever Meet a Whale. Illustrated
by Leonard Everett Fisher. Holiday House Inc., 1992. ISBN 0-82340940-6. $14.95. 32 pp.

A-

Yf

PB

All

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

If You Ever Meet a Whale is a collection of poems about whales, selected
by Myra Cohn Livingston and illustrated by Leonard Everett Fisher. Seventeen
poems, most by well-known children's poets, but with a couple from Indian
tribes who hunt whales, and a couple whose authors are unknown.
The selection offers variety. Some are humorous as the poem by Ciardi
about Noah who proclaims his gratitude (while feeding the elephants) that he
didn't have to feed any whales. Some capture the rhythm of constant wave
action as Holman does with her refrain "And the ocean rolls and the ocean
rolls." Some catch vivid images like Kennedy's" And as they glide through
tilting tide, they move like melting mountains." Some portray the fear of man
and his destructive hunting habits: "Men with harpoons and sailors with spears
have often pursued us. Some want to eat us, some want to sell us, all want to
use us!"
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1992
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I think the two poems by Indian (Eskimo) poets would be more successful
if a little explanation were given, in one poem, of the tribal feeling and belief
about narwhals, and about the native American belief that you explain your need
to the animal you kill.
Fisher's illustrations catch the vigorous action, graceful motion, and the
immense size of these sea mammals. He also uses a variety of blues with deep
rich shades giving a feeling of deep ocean, lighter shades for nearer the surface,
and greener shades for cold arctic waters.
It is well done, but not superlative, and librarians may not choose to
purchase it because the subject matter is narrowed to one kind of animals.
However, if your library has a broad poetry collection, and there is high interest
in whales, this book would be a good addition to your collection .

••••

Lowry, Lois. Anastasia at This Address. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1991.
ISBN 0-395-56263-5. $13.95. 130 pp.

A-

FI

3-6

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Anastasia Krupnik is back, in another of Lois Lowry's fast-paced and
hilarious episodes about this irrepressible young girl. Anastasia is thirteen and
feels it is high time she had a relationship with a member of the opposite sex .
An ad in a "Personals" column catches her eye, and she writes to "SWM, 28,
boyish charm, inherited wealth, looking for tall young woman, nonsmoker, to
share Caribbean vacations, reruns of Casablanca , and romance." When he
actually answers her letter, Anastasia is off and running, leaving us to follow,
breathless and hysterical, as best we may.
I enjoyed this quick read. It is well-paced, has a good feeling for the
constant frustrations of being thirteen, and gives mirth in good measure. I
would recommend it for girls in grades 3 through 5 or 6.
Macdonald, Maryann. Rosie 's Baby Tooth. Illustrated by Melissa Sweet.
Atheneum, 1991. ISBN 0-689-31626-7. $12.95. Unpaginated.

B

PB

Pre-K to 2

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

Rosie Rabbit and her baby brother, Fat Mat, are back in Rosie's Baby
Tooth. Rosie's first tooth comes out and she is not at all sure she wants to give
it up to the tooth fairy. She and Daddy write a letter explaining why it is gone.
The wise tooth fairy answers "If you find your pretty tooth, give it to me. I
will put it on a golden chain for you. Then you can wear it around your neck
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forever. P .S. Be happy. I can wait for more teeth." Rosie "remembers" where
her tooth is and is indeed happy.
I have read this to children ages 4 to second grade. It was very well
received, with the second graders adding the most comments. They were able
to relate to Rosie's feelings about her tooth.
The watercolor illustrations are the strongest recommendation for this
book. They are painted in clear sunlit colors. Wonderful to look at and good
for teaching children to recognize this type of illustration .

••••

Madenski, Melissa. Some of the Pieces. Little, Brown and Company, 1991.
ISBN 0-316-54324-1. $15.95. Unpaginated.

A

FI

PB

Pre +

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

"It has been a year since my dad died." Thus begins an endearing story
of a young boy's reflection on the life and death of his father. Dylan, his littler
sister, and their Mom remember all the wonderful things they did as a complete
family, and, throughout the book, you realize that they are healing and learning
to dwell on the good memories instead of the pain. Dylan ends with: "It's like
when Dad died, he split into a thousand pieces so he could be with all the people
he loved. And I'm glad some of the pieces are with me. "
Except for the scattering of the father's ashes, which might have to be
explained to a small child, this would be an excellent book to read to a young
child who has lost a parent or close family member. The focus is on the good
memories and not on the grief, although, as Dylan describes how he felt when
he first learned of his father's death, your heart will be touched and you will be
reminded of your own losses. The browns and golds and greens of the
illustrations are soft and comforting. The picture of Dylan huddled under the
weight of his father's jacket, wondering where his father has gone, will stay
with this reader for a long time.
Madgwick, Wendy. Animaze! A Collection of Amazing Nature Mazes.
Illustrated by Lorna Hussey. Alfred A. Knopf, 1992. ISBN 0-679-82665.
$13.00. Unpaginated.

A-

PB

Pre-K

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

This is a book of twelve very unusual mazes. Each double page spread has
a large, full-color picture of a particular geographical habitat (swamplands,
desert, jungle, etc.) drawn into a kind of story maze. The many different
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animals pictured are from the environment being displayed , and a short story
accompanies each puzzle.
High in the treetops of a ... jungle, a group of ... squirrel monkeys
are traveling in search of food. Far below they see the juicy ... guava.
But their way is blocked .... They must creep past the ... jaguar and the
... snakes. They must not awaken the . .. ocelot ... (or) disturb the
toucans and macaws . . . . Follow the maze of branches . . . but be
careful-it won't be easy, and only one route is safe.
The pictures are done in beautiful color, with correctly drawn animals in
their surroundings. At the back of the book there are solutions to the mazes,
and a few brief details about each animal shown. There is only one caution:
there are two mazes which have not been carefully edited, and the safe route lies
in the stitching between the page where it can't be seen. This is a bit
frustrating.
I would recommend this as a child/parent book-one that should be read,
examined, and enjoyed together. The child will gain much more satisfaction
from working the easy mazes if he has someone to talk to about the many
animals shown.

• •••
Magorian, Michelle. Not a Swan. HarperCollins, 1992. ISBN 0-06-024215-9.
$17.89. 407 pp.

*

FI

7+

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

Michelle Magorian, author of Good Night Mr. Tom and Back Home has
given us another outstanding novel for young people, set in the time of World
War II in England. Seventeen-year-old Rose has gone with her two older sisters
to stay in the small sea-side town of Salmouth while her recently widowed
mother travels with the E.N.S.A. (the British equivalent of the U.S.O.). They
are supposed to be met by Miss Hutchinson, who will be their guardian while
Mother is away. Unfortunately, Miss Hutchinson has been drafted.
After much discussion, the girls decide they will stay on their own at the
isolated Lapwing Cottage, a very improper circumstance for girls of their age.
Through gentle deception, they lead Mother to believe everything has gone as
planned.
Sal mouth is home to Mrs. Clarence, a widow who befriends them and
assists their learning about shopping and cooking. Another character, Alec owns
the bookstore and is temporarily on leave to recover from the mental ravages of
the war and is visiting cousin Derry. Sal mouth also hosts a Maternity Home
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where, by a fluke of administration, both women whose husbands are at war and
the unmarried women await the births of their babies.
Rose is not as clever in school as her sisters, and certainly not as beautiful.
She has always gone to a girls' school and not had boyfriends. She feels she is
an ugly duckling who is definitely not a swan. Letty has left a young men
behind in London, and Diana is so beautiful that she tends to scare off her
suitors. This summer will be different. Rose has determined to learn to swim,
to write to her heart's content, and with Alec's guidance, discover a more
wonderful world of literature than the girls' schools have allowed.
Very early one morning, having just fmished Jane Eyre, Rose leaned out
her bedroom window to enjoy the view of the sea and pluck a flower from the
vine on the wall. She discovered a loose brick which concealed a pouch with
a note and a key.
Dear Lover of this View,
I thought you might appreciate my hidey-hole being here. The large
key will open the door to the middle room downstairs. I had another one
made when I overheard Mr. P. telling Mrs. P. that my brother had given
him instructions to lock as many of my possessions as was possible in
there, in the event of my problematic heart giving out.
Enjoy what's there.
The contents of the writing bureau will explain everything. For your
sake, keep it a secret, however difficult you may find that. If my brother
ever found out, he would make it impossible for you to remain here in
Salmouth. He would prove black was white if it meant avoiding a family
scandal.
Love
"Mad" Hilda
Throughout the novel, Rose reads from Miss Hilda's diaries where she
reveals her restricted childhood, her nursing experiences during World War I,
falling in love with a soldier in the hospital whom her brother refuses to let her
marry, and the child who is born to her after her lover has been killed. Hilda
tells of her years in a mental institution where brother sent her to have her baby.
She was made to give the boy up and was kept there for years to prevent a
family scandal.
Diana enrolls in a Red Cross class and befriends one of the unmarried
expectant mothers, Dot, much to Rose's initial horror. They later become close
friends and Rose learns through Dot's story and Hilda's to be more
compassionate. Her own experience with the manipulative and selfserving
Derry gives her an understanding of the ramifications of physical relationships
without love. She also learns, first hand , the fulfillment of enduring and deep
love with Alec when they plan to marry.
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This intricately woven, engrossing novel takes us on ajourney through the
lives of many young women. It is honest and forthright but not titillating.
Magorian is a master of the sensitive situation. It is not, perhaps, a book I
would like to recommend to a young person without knowing its content, but it
is one that I feel would do no harm through its enlightenment. While my own
value system does not condone physical relationships without marriage, I
wholeheartedly approve of the compassion we come to feel for those in difficult
circumstances. I also commend Magorian for so skillfully allowing the reader
to see the emptiness of a physical relationship without deep emotional
commitment.

••••

Marzollo, Jean. I Spy: A Book of Picture Riddles. Illustrated by Walter Wick.
Scholastic Hardcover, 1992. ISBN 0-590-45087-5. $12.95 . Unpaginated.

*

NF

PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Pre-K

Hey! Waldo Fans!
Hey! Anamalia and Eleventh Hour Fans!
Have I got a couple of books for you. I Spy so far has two books
published: the original and one that deals with Christmas. And if you are one
of those people who went nutsy over finding Waldo and solving the puzzles of
Anamalia and The Eleventh Hour, you are going to be at it again with these
books. The riddles that were written by Jean Marzollo have been tantalizing
portrayed in the photographs of Waler Wick. And such a collection of "stuff"
in these pictures you are not going to believe--every thing from buttons and
bows to telephone poles. Each picture incorporates all the items listed in the
riddle, and they are gorgeously and artistically arranged with meticulous care.
Once photographed, the items are dismantled and the next photo begins it's
arrangement. After you have solved each and every riddle, don't forget to look
at the last pages where you will find that you want to begin again. The second
book in the series, I Spy: Christmas continues the absolutely intriguing premise.
A new set of riddles and photographs that include antique bears, ornaments, and
million and millions of wonderful stuff and goodies (ISBN 0-590-45846-9, 1992,
$12.95)
If you are a compulsive puzzle solver, don't pass up these two books .

••••
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Owl and Chickadee Magazine (editors). Magic Fun. Little, Brown and
Company, 1992. ISBN 0-316-67741-8. $14.95. 32 pp.
A

NF

Reviewed by Joan W. Christensen

2-5

Beginning magicians will find that the editors of Owl and Chickadee
magazines have put together a lively and appealing collection of easy,
inexpensive magic and card tricks. Using only household items, a child can
make things disappear, create illusions, read minds, and tell fortunes. Each
trick lists the objective, the material needed, the steps in the set up, and how the
trick is performed. Cheerful, full-color photographs and line illustrations
combined with the clear easy-to-follow directions make an excellent introduction
to magic.
What makes this book unique is the way it relates scientific facts to the
magic act. For a trick using paper, the question is asked, "Who were the first
paper makers? Wasps. A queen paper wasp makes her nest by shredding rotten
wood and mixing it with her saliva." Drawbacks include the fact that the age
level is not indicated for each trick, and no suggestion of adult supervision is
made. Still, children, or anyone that has an interest in magic, will enjoy Magic
Fun.

• •••

Parker, Steve. Insects. Dorling Kindersley, Inc. , 19912. ISBN 1-56458-0261. $10.99. 61 pp.

A

NF

K+

Reviewed by Janet Low

Insects is a title in the new series, Eyewitness Explorers. The format is
familiar since everything from the cover to page layout mimics the Eyewitness
Books (Knopf) only on a smaller scale with each book approximately 8" x 6".
Dorling Kindersley, a London publishing firm with an office now open in New
York, is the creator of the original Eyewitness series. The series was so
successful they decided to begin their own imprint in the U.S.
Illustrations include both crisp, magnified photographs of a variety of
insects, and explanatory drawings. The index provides quick reference to
particular insects, while the general reader is introduced to the insect world topic
by topic on two-page spreads. Pictures and text pull the reader in and allow for
browsing. The series will be enjoyed by those who can read it themselves and
by those who have it read to them-providing they are in small enough groups
to pour over the pictures!
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Porter, Barbara J. All Kinds of Answers. Illustrated by Dilleen Marsh.
Deseret Book Co., 1992. ISBN 0-87579-538-2. $11.95 . Unpaginated.
A-

NF

PB

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

1-3

All Kinds of Answers by Barbara Porter, illustrated by Dilleen Marsh, a
nonfiction book about questions frequently asked by children and answers given
by the people they associate with-both grownups and children. The last
"answer" given in the book doesn't list a specific question; it simply suggests
that there are times when a child needs answers from his Heavenly Father.
The questions are effective because they are typical of children.
"May I stay up a little later?"
"Can I get in bed with you?"
"Is it time for recess?"
The same can be said of the answers . They are typical of responses children
receIve.
"Have you brushed your teeth?" (in answer to the question about staying
up a little later)
No answer to the question about getting in bed with parents-they just
scoot over to make room.
"It's not your turn to talk" (in answer to the question about recess)
The illustrations are warm and soft. The teacher has a smile on her face
as she reminds the child not to talk out, and the look on the face of the four year
old in bed with his parents is a wide grin of pure bliss.
My only objection to the book is that the reader is not prepared for the
suggestion at the end about prayer. I'm not against prayer for children at any
time or place, but all the other questions and answers were so far from the idea
of prayer that I felt the need for some preparation. Perhaps an indication that
people can't answer all our questions or a transition from light to serious would
have helped; but overall, the book is warm and thoughtful. It would also be a
book that could help initiate conversations between parents and children ages
four through eight.

••••
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Rogers, Paul and Emma. Zoe's Tower . . Illustrated by Robin Bell Corfield.
Simon & Schuster, 1991. ISBN 0-671-73811-9. $13.95. Unpaginated.

A

FI

PB

Pre-3

Reviewed by Helen Hoopes

Zoe's tower, an old abandoned ruin, is the place where little Zoe goes to
escape when she needs to get away. The reader goes with Zoe as she leaves the
warm house and follows the path to the place where she can be free. The rich
watercolors show the falling leaves, the rustic fence, the sunny meadow, and the
view from the top of the tower. We share, with Zoe, the wonders of creation
and the need to get away from it all; but we willingly return after the wind calls
Zoe's name. This beautiful little book can be read in a minute or two, but the
peaceful feeling will last for a long time. Little children will want this read to
them again and again.

• •••

Schwartz, Alvin. And The Green Grass Grew All Around. Illustrated by Sue
Truesdell. HarperCollins, 1992. ISBN 0-06-022758-3. $15.00. 195 pp.
A-

PT

All

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Alvin Schwartz presents a new folk collection of poetry, And the Green
Grass Grew All Around with illustrations by Truesdell. The book consist of 15
topics including people, food, school, teases and taunts, love and marriage, rain
and shine, animals and insects, and even one section on trees. Notes at the end
give information about folk poets and poetry, and list the sources of these folk
rhymes .
Everyone will find familiar rhymes in this book because we all grew up
hearing folk poetry. Some of you will know this one:
My father is a butcher
My mother cuts the meat
I'm the little meatball
That runs down the street
I expect many of you heard this one just before going to bed: Good night; sleep
tight; don't let the bed bugs bite.
This is a book which contains lots of the street rhymes we have grown up
with. If you read it with a group, it will probably be even more enlightening
because different members of that group will be familiar with different rhymes.
Don't miss the notes about folk poets. I learned that few folk poets are actually
known. (I guess because they were so prolific and recognized by their
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communities.) I also learned that in many cases, verses were added as with the
jump-rope rhymes about Cinderella.
Be forewarned that Schwartz knows more about folk poetry than he does
about literary poetry or he would never make the statement that "a literary poem
is intended to be read silently. " All poetry is meant to be heard aloud or the
reader misses the sounds and rhythms that are an important part of the poetic
form . His contrast between folk and literary poetry is weak because he doesn't
realize that much of literary poetry can be sung and performed. Even the
distinction that folk poets use everyday language and literary poets try to use
beautiful language doesn't always hold true with literary poetry. The literary
poet may be trying to imitate ordinary language or even a dialect as in "Little
Orphan Annie." His definitions of kinds of rhymes (street, nursery, autograph,
etc.) are useful, though, and will be interesting to both adults and children.
Schwartz's collection is great for sharing with others because it's sure to
receive active response on verses they know. It's another useful collection of
oral folklore by a man who specializes in making our oral heritage available to
all of us.

• •••

Shipton, Jonathan. In the Night. Illustrated by Gill Scriven. Little, Brown and
Company, 1992. ISBN 0-316-78586-5 . $14.95. 32 pp.

B

PB

PS

Reviewed by Susan Broman

A young girl awakens in the night and looks around at all the familiar
things which look different at night-the tree outside her window, a prowling
cat, the clouds in the sky. Finally, her toes get cold and she snuggles into her
warm bed and falls fast asleep.
The simple, watercolor illustrations make this book. The subtle colors and
luminous quality give a quiet feeling that the text tries to invoke, especially the
paintings of the stars and the moon. The text is simple and poetic, but the
rhythm is not consistent and sometimes jars the reader. In places, the text uses
a "this-is-the-house-that-Jack-built" type of structure, but not consistently: "This
is the cat with the/ glittering eyes,! that springs off the branch,! that grows on
the tree,/ that lives in the dark,! outside my window." In this particular
passage, the reader is not quite sure if it is the tree or the cat that "lives in the
dark, outside my window." This short, simple picture book is intended to be
a bedtime story, and it basically succeeds .

••••
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Silverman, Erica. Big Pumpkin. Illustrated by S. D. Schindler. Macmillan
Publishing Company, 1992. ISBN 0-02-782683-X. $14.95. 28 pp.

*

FI

PB

Reviewed by Lanell Reeder

Pre-3

Once there was a witch who wanted pumpkin pie, so she grew a pumpkin
which eventually became too big for her to pick. She got help first from a
ghost, then a vampire, and then a mummy; but they all failed to pick the
pumpkin. Finally, along comes a smart little bat to help and they all begin to
laugh, but the bat says: "I may not be big and I may not be strong, but I have
an idea." Faithful to the traditional "enormous turnip" story, when they all
work together, they manage to pick the pumpkin and enjoy a yummy pumpkin
pie together.
This has become my favorite Halloween book ever! The illustrations and
the story are delightful, and will be a hit with any group at Halloween time.
My favorite part of this book is the dialog. The rhyming, the rhythm, and the
pattern of the story make it a perfect choice for a read-aloud . I dressed up a
group of children who'd come to story time with a pumpkin-faced garbage bag,
a witch's hat, a white cloth for a ghost, a white strip of cloth wrapped around
the mummy, and last of all, a batman shirt, and they acted out the story as I
read it. What a hit!

••••

Skurzynski, Gloria. Here Comes the Mail. Bradbury Press, 1991. ISBN 0-02782916-2. $13.95. 31 pp.

A

NF

PB

K-3

Reviewed by Lanell Reeder

When Kathy visited her cousin Stephanie, Stephanie's mom took a
photograph of them together. Now, the picture is back from the photo shop and
Stephanie wants to send it to Kathy. She helps her mom by putting Kathy's
name in a big heart on the back of the envelope. Stephanie mails it herself.
Then we see all the steps it goes through to reach a delighted Kathy at her house
in Salt Lake City.
This is an accurate look at the modem post office and how things work
behind the scenes (I checked with my husband, a letter carrier). I especially like
the real life look of the book. The post office has really changed the last few
years, and this does a good job of explaining the new technology. At the end,
there are instructions on how to address a letter so it can be read by the "optical
character readers" that are able to sort letters ready for carriers to deliver. This
book would be a real boon for young classes visiting and studying the post
office.
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St. George, Judith. Mason and Dixon's Line of Fire. G. P. Putnam's Sons,
1991. ISBN 0-399-22240-5. $16.95. 128 pp.

A

NF

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

4+

Mason-Dixon Line by Judith St. George tells the story of this historic line.
It was surveyed by, and named for two English surveyors, Charles Mason and
Jeremiah Dixon, and has been the focal point for important historical events in
United States history. Judith St. George begins with the stormy riots, during
colonial days, over state boundaries and describes the rather lengthy and difficult
job of surveying the uncharted Indian territory by the two Englishmen. It also
includes information on the French Indian wars, Revolutionary War battles, the
Whiskey Rebellion (which tested the power of the federal government), the
underground railroad, civil war battles, and finally, Lincoln's Gettysburg
Address.
st. George is a skillful historian. The reader feels confidence in her
straightforward account and is still aware that she has feelings about these past
events. In describing the first war in the colonies around the Mason-Dixon Line
(before it was a line), she tells us about Thomas Cresap, one of the participants.
"If the expression 'rugged frontiersman' could be used to describe anyone, it
could be used to describe Thomas Cresap." When he provoked some of his
neighbors, they threatened to shoot him. St. George comments, "The two
Pennsylvanians couldn't have known Cresap very well. Although they stunned
him with a blow from a gun butt, Cresap wasn't down for long." Cresap used
an oar for a weapon and wrestled the man to the bottom of the boat. She later
points out that Cresap was "hardly an innocent party to the fights because he had
killed a number of his neighbors cattle. "
Her interesting account of the adventures of the two English surveyors,
notes, with surprise, that when Mason and Dixon were joined by 14 Indians who
were to conduct them through Indian territory, "Incredibly, Mason didn't
describe the new arrivals (the 14 Indians) in any way, not their appearance,
clothing, or language. He had more to say, in fact about their interpreter, Hugh
Crawford." By reporting her feelings, St. George gives the reader a more
human look at people and events.
Illustrations from historical drawings, cartoons, and paintings give added
flavor. Their sources are given after an extensive bibliography and index. A
map at the beginning helps the reader to see how many well-known cities and
battles are close to the line that cut through the center of both tragedies and
triumphs in American history.

• •••
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Terban, Marvin. Hey, Hay! A Wagt;mful of Funny Homonym Riddles.
Illustrated by Kevin Hawkes. Clarion Books, 1991. ISBN 0-395-54431-9.
$13.95. 64 pp.

*

NF

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

3-7

What do you shout to get the attention of cut and dried grass? (Hey, Hay!)
What do you call the person who inherits what we breathe? (Air, heir) These
are just two of dozens of these funny, mind bending, homonym riddles. There
are puzzles using two, three, even four words that sound the same but are
spelled and defined differently--all thrown together into some really outrageous
clues that will challenge and entertain you.
I loved this book! It is funny and fun, as well as enticing and extremely
difficult to put down. I highly recommend this book for classrooms, school and
public libraries, personal libraries, something-to-do-on-the-way-to-Disneyland,
quiet time just before bed, or just for people who love words and puzzles. It's
great!

••••

Thesman, Jean. The Rain Catchers. Houghton Mifflin, 1991. ISBN 0-39555333-4. $13 .95. 182 pp.

*

FI

6+

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

Fourteen-year-old Grayling lives with her grandmothers, Great Aunt
Minette, Minette's adult daughter, Yolande, Grandmother's cousin, Olivia, and
a black woman physician, Belle, "who came as a nurse to care for Grandfather,
stayed on while Grandmother put her through medical school, and still lives here
as our friend. They watch over one another and everyone watches over me"
[Grayling]. Gray's friend, Colleen, is watched over, too.
Olivia is dying of cancer. Gray's mother wants her to come to San
Francisco and check out the school--maybe live there. When Grayling was a
baby, her father was killed by a robber who ran over him while attempting to
escape. He was let off by the law and was not even convicted of the theft.
Gray's mother, Norah, alone, left somewhat mysteriously for San Francisco,
shortly after the trial, having come home late the night before she left, exhausted
and covered with mud.
One of the regular features of their life in Seattle is the daily teatime and
the telling of stories, (family history, really) over and over. All the stories have
a beginning, a middle, and an end. All but Gray's. "When I was small this
didn't bother me. Now it does. I'm like a book that was lost before the reader
could finish it. "
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This fifteenth summer is a time of changes and growing and beginning to
understand the value of the stories. Gray learns that her mother was chased by
the man who killed her husband and she felt she had to get away. She felt that
she couldn't take a baby with her because she didn't yet know how to live by
herself. She hates talking about the past. Won't take time to think or look
back. Olivia dies, Colleen comes to live with them and Belle marries and
moves to Hawaii.
Grandmother finally tells why she broke all the hands off the clocks, which
do chime the hour.
"to me, each hour is like a pocket. It can contain a little trouble or a lot.
Or laughter. Or even embarrassment. "
I nod. I know about embarrassment.
"Meals fit nicely in an hour," she goes on. "And a good visitor doesn't
stay much longer. An hour is neat and tidy, do you see? Even during the
worst of my problems, I know when I hear the clocks strike that some of
the trouble is over, captured in that hour, and pretty soon I can link all the
hours together, find the beginning and the end, and somehow the pain is
contained. "
"Then it's a teatime story," I say.
"Exactly. "
"It's sort of like catching the honeysuckle rain," I say. "Some people
hate rain in summer, but we collect it and use it for something good."
Grandmother nods. "Any kind of trouble, once you've contained it can
be put to use. "
This is an enchanting book, well worth the time. It is a book which
imparts a peaceful understanding of the process of dealing with life .

••••

Thompson, Julian F. Gypsyworld. Henry Holt and Company, 1992. ISBN 08050-1907-3. $15.95 . 229 pp.

B

FI

6-8

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

The King and Queen of Gypsyworld cross over to earth and bring back five
teenagers--three girls and two boys. Three of them are "purchased" from their
parents and two are kidnapped . The King and Queen aren't telling which is
which. It is not clear to the teens why they were brought here, and the Gypsies
aren't telling that either, except to say, "The people here are simply those
who've come to see, and celebrate, the point. "
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King Josip and Queen Marina treat their captives well; but the other
Gypsies do not. It is clear they are somewhat afraid of the Earthlings. We
learn that the King and Queen are elected to their post and that most people ride
bicycles or take the bus. They don't eat red meat, eat chicken only rarely and
mostly eat fish, fruits, and vegetables. The air is clean and the countryside not
too noisy. In short, Gypsyworld proposes to be the ecologically well-balanced
counterpart to earth.
The kids run away and meet up with a young man who promises to take
them to the border. Their long journey on foot includes doing the young man's
job, which is to inspect the agroforest and mark mature trees for cutting. In the
end, the kids show that they can value a life which does not destroy the earth
and are apparently allowed to stay in Gypsyworld (though we are not entirely
sure they do).
I began reading this book after a particularly trying day with a 7th grade
boy's study hall, and the prospects of selling some of them to the Gypsies was
appealing. The story, however, was disappointing. It seems the "message" was
the point of the book and not the story. Some characterizations are good, but
we do not get enough to really care about anyone in particular. What we need
is a good story which will stay in our memories, and then, when we look back,
we can see the positive values the story supports. I am not sure the story is
strong enough to convince our young people to read it.

••••

Wadsworth, Olive A. Over in the Meadow. Illustrated by David A. Carter.
Scholastic Hardcover, 1992. ISBN 0-590-44490-0. $13.95 . Unpaginated.
A

PB

Pre+

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

"Over in the meadow in the sand in the sun" lives a variety of creatures
that have been loved by children for ages. This book should be no exception.
The illustrations contain intriguing catfish with long, dangly whiskers; soft,
fluffy owls; mice with long, flowing tails; spotted frogs; and starred lizards. It
always amazes me the variety of pictures that are used to illustrate the old
classics.
It may be of interest to the reader to find out that the illustrator grew up
in Utah and studied art at the University of Utah. Hurray! Another homegrown success story. He also has designed pop-up books and is a "paper
engineer" of note and award.
Even if you have dozens of "meadows" in your library, give this one a
look. I believe you'll put it on your shopping list.

••••
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Watson , Wendy. Thanksgiving At Our House. Clarion Books, 1991. ISBN 0395-53626-X. $14.95. Unpaginated.

B

FI

Pre-2

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

Wendy Watson's Thanksgiving story is a telling of a typical family's
preparation for and celebration of the traditional feast. The whole family cleans
the house, buys the food, irons their best clothes, prepares the food and
decorates the house. The illustrations are in quiet, fall watercolors and enrich
the story. When everyone is decorating and setting the table, the baby in the
picture, in typical baby fashion, is unloading the silverware onto the floor.
Interwoven with the pictures and story are traditional rhymes , only one or
two of which are familiar to me, though some seem to be the next verse to ones
I know. The accompanying rhyme to the baby and the silverware follows :
Drop a spoon,
Company soon.
Knife falls,
Gentleman calls.
Fork falls,
Lady calls.
I found that major interest was from the four-year-old nursery class
through 1st grade. The 2nd graders found the story somewhat simple but they
were the only ones who could answer the riddle included with the story :
A riddle, a riddle,
as I suppose;
A hundred eyes,
and never a nose.
Their favorite was
Robin the Bobbin, the big-bellied Ben,
He ate more meat than fourscore men;
He ate a cow, he ate a calf,
He ate a butcher and a half,
He ate a church, he ate a steeple,
He ate the priest and all the people!

••••
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol13/iss4/4
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Wirth, Victoria. Whisper from the Woods. Illustrated by A. Scott Banfill.
Green Tiger Press, 1991. ISBN 0-671-74790-9. $15.95. Unpaginated.

B

FI

PB

Pre-3

Reviewed by Helen

Hoop~

When I first picked up this majestic purple, cloth-covered book--with such
a lush green forest on the cover--I was excited to read the story. It is the story
of the life-cycle of a forest from seedling to dead, fallen, older tree. But what
a twist: In Banfill's luxuriant acrylic paintings, all the trees have faces! Very
human-looking faces with bright blue, green, and brown eyes! And hands (their
root systems)! The "terrible storm" that comes to the forest is depicted as a
growling old man with lightening bolts clenched in his fists. All the rest of the
forest creatures are realistic: the bears, the rabbits, the birds, the little tiny
mouse sitting by his little tiny campfire, etc., with incredible details. But the
book is disturbing, for some strange reason, and I think that a young child
would fmd images that could intrude upon their simple walks in the woods.
Don't get me wrong, the illustrations are powerful, the colors are exciting, and
the details are exceedingly fine, but they are too overwhelming for the simple,
sweet text, especially if the reader is a young child. I gave it a B (dependable)
rating, but I would be sure to talk to the child about the humanness of the trees
to help them deal with the vivid images .

••••

Wright, Betty Ren. A Ghost in the House. Scholastic, 1991. ISBN 0-59043606-6. $13.95. 164 pp.

B

FI

3-6

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

Twelve-year-old Sarah's family has just moved to her great-aunt's big, old
house. It is the first time Sarah has lived in a real house and has her own
beautiful bedroom. Aunt Margaret has been living in a nursing home, but she
is well enough to come home and the family makes room for her by giving her
back her own bedroom, the one she has had since childhood, which is also
Sarah's room.
Sarah and Aunt Margaret share some ghostly and very frightening
experiences. At first, Sarah tries to believe she is just unhappy about having to
give up her bedroom and take care of a disagreeable old aunt; but after she
learns that Aunt Margaret has had the same experiences, and realizes the
manifestations only occur when they are alone in the house, she believes it to
be ghosts. Aunt Margaret is sure that she is responsible for the ghost (which
turns out to be true), and determines to return to the nursing home to keep the
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others safe. Sarah's family would have to move if she did because Sarah's
father has just lost his job.
Aunt Margaret confides in Sarah and together they defeat the ghost and
become friends at last.
The story is suitably frightening and ghostly, and the growing friendship
between Sarah and Aunt Margaret is carefully developed and satisfying .

••••
Yorinks, Arthur.
Christmas in July.
Illustrated by Richard Egielski.
HarperColiins Books, 1991. ISBN 0-06-020257-2. $14.89. 32 pp.
A

FI

PB

Reviewed by Janet Francis

Pre-3

The Santa we meet in Yorinks' book shares many of the same stressful life
styles we all recognize; and the story begins as he discovers the cleaner's have
lost hjs Christmas pants. It seems there has been a mistake, for the omnipresent
elves discover that a rich man (Rich Rump , by name) is wearing half of Santa's
most necessary suit. Although the disputed suit neither fits nor becomes Trump,
with typical selfish bad temper, he throws Santa out and Santa goes from
desperate to jail as an unfeeling world rejects his pleas for help. However, the
world gets their's as Christmas obviously can' t arrive without Santa's help and
everything grinds to a halt waiting for it.
If you sense a fable here, there surely is one, but it doesn't interfere with
the satisfaction of the solidly bright pictures and the story where things work out
right after all. Maybe the story's last line will remain even in the youngest
minds as a directive to consider: .. And everyone in the world had food to eat,
a place to sleep, and a nice pair of pants." Fun here for everybody .

••••
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